
Iconography Apprenticeship, Level 2 Description

Iconography Apprenticeship Year 2 of the 6-year

Apprenticeship Program. The Year 2 focus will be on

The Face, Turned, and students will complete an

Icon of Mary with the Christ Child (Hodigitria type).

As with the Workshops, the students in the

Apprenticeship Program approach icons as a

“prayer of the hands” and use the traditional media

of egg tempera and gold leaf and, starting this year,

hand-gessoed traditional boards. Students who

take this course receive instruction in both the theology of iconography (sometimes

called  icon writing to stress the kinship with theology) and the artistic practices intrinsic

to traditional iconography.

The Apprenticeship is “skills-based,” meaning we will do plenty of preliminary exercises

to internalize the skills before applying paint to the board.   Since iconography is a living

tradition, students will learn about the dynamic relationship between using historic

models and understanding for themselves the aesthetic principles of iconography.

Therefore students must gain an understanding of color, composition, the iconographic

“style” as it manifests in facial features, etc., and how to “draw on the right side of the

brain.”

Parents who have school-aged students in this class are invited to be as involved as they

are able, including helping their student with the materials, even extending to working

alongside their student if they wish.  If a parent wishes to actually be a student



themselves, including having a webcam pointing at their work, submitting assignments,

and receiving feedback, they are invited to sign up for the Iconography Apprenticeship

Adults-only section.  (Non-parent adults are also welcome in the Adults-only section.)

Apprenticeship Level 2 Students in Iconography II will work toward the demonstrable

goals of freehand-drawing a slightly-turned face on top of geometry and highlight a

slightly-turned face from memory.  Additionally, students will begin to learn new types of

sankir (base skin and hair color) and how that affects highlight colors, as well as

identifying and describing different types of Theotokos and Christ icons. The 10-session

Iconography Workshops are not prerequisites but can be taken in advance of or

alongside the Apprenticeship Program.

Student Expectations:

● In addition to weekly classes, students should expect about 60-90 of homework

between classes. This homework may include a continuation of the painting

begun in class or a small amount of reading, as well as sketchbook assignments.

Enrollment Restrictions:

● Students must have completed the Apprenticeship Level 1 Program and have

been approved by the teacher for promotion to Level II.

Iconography Apprenticeship Scope and Sequence

The student who is able to meet the measurable goals of Iconography Year II: Turned

Faces can look forward to continuing the sequence of classes in the Apprenticeship



Program, each of which will build on the foundation of the year before. In brief, the

upcoming years are:

Iconography III-IV The Bust Figure

Iconography V-VI-Turned and Standing Figures

If you are intrigued but unsure about the prospect of beginning iconography before

adulthood, please see Mrs. Sider-Rose’s article, “The Holy Practice of Iconography: Why

Start Young” (scroll to page 8).

http://ww1.antiochian.org/sites/default/files/march_2016_word.pdf
http://ww1.antiochian.org/sites/default/files/march_2016_word.pdf


For more information about Mrs. Sider-Rose’s studio and approach to iconography,

please visit her website: www.immanuelicons.org

http://www.immanuelicons.org/

